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‘Voting Schmoting’: Why Millennials Should Turn Out to Vote
voting population. They are the
next leaders, thinkers, and doers
of the United States, so naturally,
their votes should be some of the
most crucial. Despite the powerful
and rebellious rhetoric you might
hear from one of these younger

Voting: a word so ingrained
in society that it is often taken for
granted. Americans do not realize
how crucial their right to vote is to
the structure of the nation. To be
more specific, young people do not
realize this. No matter how much
emphasis is put on the need to
vote, the importance of voting for
all elected officials, national and
local, has not traditionally been
aimed towards a younger audience.
“I don’t need to vote, the
polls show that my candidate
will win,” “I don’t like to get
political,” and “I don’t like either
candidate” were quotes heard far
too often in the 2016 Presidential
Election. People refused to
vote at all due to contention
with the candidates, neglecting
civic involvement. Those three
statements resonated across the
nation; approximately 100 million
Americans did not take advantage
of their precious right to vote,
and this affected all Americans,
regardless of political affiliation.
According to Brookings
Institution, millennials make up
more than 30% of the eligible
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expand on an important issue: many
elected positions are overlooked
when voting despite the influential
power such positions hold, locally
and nationally. Though 2018 wasn’t
a
presidential
election—what
most people identify election day
with—there were innumerable
positions for which politicians
were competing on the local, state,
and federal level. In Pennsylvania,
positions in the U.S. Senate, House
of Representatives, and state
executive offices (governor, etc.)
were up for grabs, and they impact
our lives from how much we’ll end
up paying in taxes to our individual
rights. Many are quick to complain
about these aspects of their lives,
but in order to see real change,
one must bring their complaints
to their local polling place.
A new generation of Americans
is taking up the responsibility of
Staff and Students volunteer at the polls
voting. They are the individuals
political activists, the majority of given previous election turnouts. who will remodel society and bring
young adults didn’t even show up
In an attempt to reach the about an age of either rectification
for the presidential election in 2016. critical millenial voting base, many or devastation. In order to
According to CIRCLE, the Center organizations have been employing avoid the latter and preserve the
for Information & Research on “Get Out The Vote” (GOTV) democratic elements implemented
Civil Learning and Engagement, campaigns on social media and by our ancestors, it’s up to this
less than half of all people between sharing sites. If you spend any generation to inform ourselves and
ages 18 and 29 voted in America’s amount of time on YouTube, you’ll turn out to vote for all elections.
high stakes 2016 presidential see one of these ads, and they

Girl’s Varsity Soccer Strikes Again

election, a great disappointment to
many. As the 2018 midterm election
approached, most people were
concerned that many Americans—
including active millennials and
the youth at Central High School—
wouldn’t vote on November 6, 2018,

Art Speaks the Unspoken:
Entrepreneur Ashley Garcia’s Story
Nancy Zhu (278)
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Chau Nguyen (278)
Staff Writer
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Stroke by stroke, artists
transform a blank canvas into a
homogenous rainbow of colors.
The finished piece speaks a
thousand unspoken words, but
when left hidden within the
confines of sketchbook covers,
is mute. Such was once the
reality of Ashley Garcia (278).

From a young age, Ashley
was interested in drawing. She
continued drawing in her free time,
but was self-conscious of her art and
hid it away from others. She was
worried about what her friends may
say about her because she loved art.
Society’s image of a starved artist
continues to jade young people like
Ashley’s perception of pursuing
art as anything more than a hobby.
However, Ashley would defy all

It has been a stellar year
for the Girls’ Varsity Soccer Team
as they were able to win their
third consecutive Public League
title by beating Franklin Towne
Charter in the championship
last Monday, October 29th. They
moved on to districts and were
able to defeat Cardinal O’Hara,
winning back their District 12
title from 2016. Krysta Walicki
(278), one of the four captains

and four-year player, explains that
she was really happy with the new
team, stating, “Half of the team
members are underclassmen, with
a large influx of freshmen, making
it more impressive that we were
able to win districts with such a
young team.” A new chemistry
had to arise. Through the victories
and failures along with the long
hours every day spent practicing,
a strong bond was created. Krysta
Continued on pg. 7
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Soccer Strikes a Pose

A smile from the Artist: Ashley Garcia (278)
Continues on pg. 5
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A Time of Mourning for Pittsburgh: T
h e Deadliest Jewish Hate Crime In U.S. History

It was supposed to be
a regular day for many folks
on Saturday, October 27, 2018
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
People were going to live their
lives as they would any other
day: maybe get breakfast, meet
their friends or family, or even
attend church. Unfortunately,
it wasn’t like that for the people
attending Tree of Life synagogue
that
Saturday
morning.
That morning, many
folks attended the Tree of Life
synagogue, a Conservative Jewish
congregation. Their peace was
brutally interrupted as a shooter
barged through the doors of the
synagogue and started firing
an AR-15-style assault rifle,
with which he shot and killed
many innocent people. Eleven
lives were lost within the first
five minutes of the massacre:
mothers, fathers, uncles, and
grandparents. Six people were
injured, including police officers
who arrived at the scene.
The shooter was identified
as Robert Bowers, 46. He was
sickly obsessed with his plan to
attack the Jewish community.
As he entered the synagogue,
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A tribute to the victims at Tree of Life synagogue.

he continued to make antiSemitic remarks before opening
fire against the worshippers at
the synagogue, simultaneously
attacking them with harsh
remarks such as, “All these Jews
need to die.” He was taken into
custody after being wounded and
was caught as he attempted to
escape. Bowers was charged with
over a dozen hate crimes and will
be sentenced in front of a court
soon. There are a total of 44 Federal
charges against him at this time.
Bower’s violent act against
the synagogue is not the first hate
crime he has made against the
Jewish community. His violence

has started and progressed through
social media. It began on Gab, a
social media platform that Bower
used to express his anti-Semitic
views. He referred to Jewish
people as “satan’s children” while
openly supporting Trump’s views,
posting "Screw your optics, I'm
going in." hours before his attack.
A brave survivor by the
name of Barry Werber has spoken
out about the massacre. Werber was
located in the basement with others
as they overheard the gunshots
above them. He re-encountered
Rabbi Jonathan Perlman closing
the door and pushing everybody
into the supply closet, including

his friend, Melvin Wax. Werber
called 911 but remained silent
with the fear of making too much
noise and attracting the shooter
to them. Assuming the coast
was clear due to the decrease of
gunshots, Melvin Wax opened
the door and was shot dead by
Bower. Werber described the
gunman walking over his friends
body as if it was a “log,” before
entering the supply closet where
he was located. They were all
praying and hoping they weren’t
next. Due to the darkness of the
room, Bower didn’t spot Werber
and the others. He continued to
walk out of the room, leaving the
worshippers terrorized. During
the interview, Werber reflected
on the tragic incident, stating,
“My holy place has been defiled,”.
These victims should
have felt secure in their
synagogue,
worshipping
in
their place of culture and
religion. Bower invaded their
most protected, sacred space.
While people all over the
state are gathering at the synagogue
to remember and respect the
lives lost, the outpouring of
support towards the Jewish
community has been felt all over
the country and the world. Many
continue to pray for those injured
through this awful experience.

Philly’s Seven-Year Transit
Transportation
issues
plague us all. Whether it’s a slow bus,
a late train, or a jam on the highway,
difficulties with both SEPTA and
traffic can make getting to school
or work feel impossible. The city
of Philadelphia has heard our
complaints and changes are coming.
In
mid-October,
the
Philadelphia
office
of
Transportation and Infrastructure
Systems (oTIS) announced their
seven-year plan, which they call
“CONNECT.” The main goals of
the plan are to increase safety,
improve the city’s streets and
sidewalks, as well as support
bikers and pedestrians. According
to Mayor Jim Kenney, changes
won’t just be made by the city of
Philadelphia—they’ll be made by
SEPTA too. “By collaborating with
SEPTA, we can transform our bus
service, modernize our trolleys,
and move people to jobs and
other activities more efficiently.”
There are five categories
of change that CONNECT plans
to implement, the first of which
is safety. oTIS officials intend to
focus on the 12 percent of streets
where 50 percent of the city’s fatal
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Highlighted streets make up the high injury network (HIN), the focus of the first
component of the CONNECT plan.

or severe crashes occur, called the
high injury network (HIN). Here,
they will install bike lanes, improve
street lighting, and complete
necessary
roadwork
projects,
as well as increase enforcement
of traffic violations and educate
children on pedestrian safety.
The second category of
the CONNECT plan is public
transportation. It’s undeniable:
SEPTA can be both unreliable
and difficult for many people with
disabilities to access. oTIS and
SEPTA have many goals, including
installing bus shelters, increasing
bus speed, maintaining bus lanes,

eliminating transfer fees, and
improving/revamping trolley lines.
The third focus of the plan
is improving street conditions. This
means repaving streets at a doubled
rate (increase of 56 miles of streets
a year to 110 miles), installing more
raised intersections, establishing
“slow zones,” and finishing 40
miles of protected bike lanes.
The fourth focus, and the main goal
of the entire project, is to make
Philadelphia’s transportation system
more desirable to both the citydweller and the tourist. oTIS wants
Philly’s transport system to rival that
of other big cities. To do this, they’ll

be focusing on monitoring traffic
“hot spots,” updating parking fines
and policies, and making the transit
system more sustainable and green.
The final goal of the
CONNECT plan is to complete
their previous goals efficiently
and with good communication
to the citizens of Philadelphia.
They
want
the
input
of
Philadelphians to ensure top results.
While the majority of
Central’s seniors (278) likely won’t
be around to see many of the changes
in action, many underclassmen
will be. When asked about his
hopes for the plan, sophomore Eli
Musselman (280) responded saying,
“I’m hopeful that these changes will
allow buses to be able to run more
frequently and/or efficiently. I don’t
feel comfortable standing outside
alone when it’s dark out waiting
10+ minutes for my bus to come. In
addition, I sometimes have to wait
20 minutes for a bus to stop outside
my school to pick up kids. On days
when I have a lot of homework
or I need to be somewhere, it can
be a hassle to stand outside in the
sometimes intense heat or cold for
long periods of time.” Eli isn’t alone
in his dreams of improvement.
Philly is ready for a big change.
THE CENTRALIZER

Brett Kavanaugh’s Confirmation: Complete Failure for Women’s Rights?
was raped at a party in high school.
Due to the Me Too Movement, the
allegations weren’t swept under
the rug. Trump opened an FBI

Brett Kavanaugh testifying against Dr. Blasey Ford

women, Deborah Ramirez and
Julie Swetnick, also came forward
with allegations against Kavanaugh.
Ramirez, a member of a domestic
violence group in Colorado,
accused Kavanaugh of exposing
himself to her in college. Swetnick,
who has had numerous public
and private sector jobs, said that
Kavanaugh was present when she

investigation against Kavanaugh.
Many Senators relied on the results
of this investigation to determine
whether or not they would
confirm Kavanaugh’s nomination
during the confirmation votes.
This encapsulates how much the
Me Too Movement has impacted
politics. 25 years ago, sexual assault
allegations would’ve been ignored,

Philly Youth Vote Takes on the Election

Yasmine Mezoury (278)
Co-Editor-in-Chief
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his campaign, Philly Youth Vote.
Quinn spearheaded this
campaign through one of the
Philadelphia Federation of Teachers’
(PFT) activist coalitions: the Caucus
of Working Educators. The priority
of Philly Youth Vote remains to
register Philadelphia’s high school
students to vote and present voting
as a relevant platform for change.
Recalling his youth, Thomas
Quinn states, “I don’t remember
anyone encouraging me to vote. I
was only vaguely aware that it was
an option. In high school, I would
only have been able to vote in the
Spring Primary my senior year,
but I was completely unaware and
I wasn’t really politically conscious
at that time either. It wasn’t that I
didn’t feel the need, but it was that I
didn’t feel informed. We were aware
of politics through the music we
listened to or through our parents’
discussions, but it wasn’t until I
went to college that I registered to
vote and started realizing this is
actually a way to make a difference.”
Thus, considering his lack of
exposure to voting as a reliable means
for change during his adolescent
years, he has set to abolish the
stigma of voting as merely a passive
form of dissent, emphasizing “My
overall mission as a teacher was just
to help students understand how
they can be more civically engaged
and help them develop the efficacy
to make political change. That’s my
personal goal as a teacher. I think
the wider understanding is that, if
I’m serving Philadelphia students as
a teacher, to not encourage them to
vote would be a dereliction of duty.
If Philadelphians don’t show
up and show significant numbers,
there’s no reason why politicians
in Harrisburg or Washington

Civic Leader: Mr. Quinn

The past midterm election
was a monumental event in the
history of Philadelphian democracy.
The Committee of Seventy
estimated that, compared to the
381,503 people who voted in the
2014 midterm elections, the number
of voters in 2018 approximately
increased to 404,000 people by
5:20 p.m. Furthermore, the Daily
Pennsylvanian stated that their
student voter turnout surpassed the
2014 mark by 1,285 students, double
the turnout of previous years.
This trend is not only
present in Philadelphia, but the
whole country, conveying a clear
indication of increased political
awareness in our society. The
question
remains,
however,
whether this consciousness is
simultaneously being reflected
upon the youth of America. Often,
the youth are neglected in this
process of promoting civic duty, an
issue that Thomas Quinn, the chair
of the Social Studies Department at
Central High School, tackles using
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D.C. should pay any attention to
Philly. It’s the same thing for young
people. If young people want the
political system to pay attention to
the needs of, for example, people
of color or the lower class, then
they need to show up to the polls
and make their voices heard.”
He discovered that the most
effective way to make this realization
occur among adolescents was to
create a support system within every
high school in Philadelphia. Philly
Youth Vote contacted about 45 high
schools in the city and made voter
registration accessible to students
within their school environments,
encouraging
engagement
by
sending weekly registration updates.
While advocating for teacher
involvement, he created a strategy
to approach teenagers, employing a
very specific technique in order to
bolster willingness to engage in civic
duties, “One of the key ideas was
getting a team of students together
to do the leg work around getting
their peers to vote and teaching
them the skills that are essential for
any kind of community organizing.
The most important part of that
conversation was to get that person
to talk about what they cared about;
what issues were important to them.”
“I think it’s really the only
way you should go about it. You
have to ask people why they want
to vote. Asking that question makes
a connection between what they
care about and why. If you actually
get people to articulate a reason
for voting and then ask them to
pledge to vote and make a plan,
then they are significantly more
likely to actually show up and vote.”
Thomas Quinn specifically
cited this technique with the phrase:
“reason, plan to vote, pledge to vote.”

unsupported, unjustly dealt with, or
nonexistent. They certainly wouldn’t
have
jeopardized
someone’s
nomination for the Supreme Court.
Dr. Blasey Ford, along with Swetnick
and Ramirez, had a lot of influence
when it came to Kavanaugh’s
nomination to the Supreme Court,
who was confirmed on Saturday,
October 6 with a 48-50 vote. The Me
Too Movement has greatly impacted
the world, allowing women to
be heard and bring powerful
figures to justice. Although the
allegations weren’t confirmed and
Kavanaugh still became a member
of the Supreme Court, the sexual
assault allegations against him
continues to cause a great stir in the
country. The Me Too Movement
has validated many women who
had been deemed unimportant,
and it will continue to allow
women to make changes around
the world, even within politics.

With this new and effective method
utilized to increase votership,
the number of 18 year olds in
Philadelphia who registered to vote
in 2014 compared to 2018 increased
by 136 percent according to the City
Commissioner’s Office. At Central
High School, the amount of eligible
students who voted in this past
Election estimated to be about 92
percent, many other Philadelphia
schools matching in caliber.
Ultimately, as Thomas
Quinn has emphasized with his
campaign, Philly Youth Vote,
the duty of adults to support and
encourage students to vote is a
monumental moral obligation. As
for plans for the future, Thomas
Quinn has created a network
among Philadelphia high schools
and groups such as Vote That Jawn,
Legal Women Voters, the City
Commissioner’s Office, and other
fantastic organizations in order to
continue registering students to vote
for the upcoming May Primaries
which are often overlooked. One
election goes and another comes,
but a citizen’s civic duty never ceases.

PC: Safe Kids Stories

In October of 2017, the Me
Too Movement went viral, starting
as a hashtag on Twitter where
women would tag tweets about
experiencing sexual harassment.
This quickly turned into more than
just a worldwide trend. #MeToo
became a global movement and has
been used to bring attention and
justice to sexual harassment and
sexual assault cases. The Me Too
Movement has also influenced the
fashion industry, Hollywood, and,
most recently, the political climate.
On July 9, President Donald Trump
nominated Brett Kavanaugh to
the Supreme Court. A few months
after his nomination, three women
came forward with sexual assault
allegations against Kavanaugh.
The first of these women was Dr.
Christine Blasey Ford, a professor
and researcher of psychology. Blasey

accused Kavanaugh of attempting
to rape her when they were in high
school, 35 years ago. Soon after Dr.
Blasey came forward, two more
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Honoring Hall of Fame Inductees
Tristan Jennings (278)
Sports Editor

The Face of Barnwell
Kejsi Ruka (278)
Managing Editor
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October 17, 2018 marked a momentous day in the history of
Central High School as it was the 19th Hall of Fame induction
ceremony for the members of the alumni association. To pay
homage to their legacy, their contributions are included below.

Lee Felsenstein (219th Class)

Felenstein is an American computer engineer who was one
of the designers of the Osborne 1, the first mass producedportable computer. Felsenstein’s work led to reduced costs in
Mr. Lobron diligently assists students
technology, making the computer available to larger markets.
Whether it’s to print out essays, kid’s ability to be independent, prevents
More recently, Felsenstein made a global impact by designing
an open source computer system available for installation work on last minute assignments, or a student from properly learning.”
for remote villages in the developing world. Felsenstein has hang out with friends, Barnwell library According to Mr. Lobron, having a basic
made countless innovations to the world of technology. is always buzzing with student activity. understanding of databases and accessing
Being that a large amount of students valuable sources is the bare minimum a
visit the library on a daily basis, it is students needs to be at by the time they go
crucial to have a figure who can guide to college. Nowadays, having research skills
students around as well as maintain a does not even put students at an advantage;
peaceful environment. At Central, this it is moreso a skill expected from high
figure is none other than Mr. John Lobron. school. “You have to learn how to integrate
Mr. Lobron has been working for multiple sources from multiple perspectives
the School District of Philadelphia for 25 on investigating different phenomena.”
years. He first began teaching at Central
Luckily, Central provides a plethora
Philip Freelon, M.A. (230th Class)
Philip Freelon is a well-respected architect whose work has nearly 10 years ago. He has taught World of resources for students. Overall, the
contributed to some of America's finest cultural institutions. History, US History, AP European History, library contains 25,000 volumes, with both
For example, Freelon led the design team for the Smithsonian Spanish, and Psychology. Currently, fiction and non-fictions sections being
Institution National Museum of African American History Mr. Lobron teaches one US History abundant and solid. In terms of online
and Culture as well as the National Center for Civil Rights class on top of his duties as a librarian. resources, Central offers three databases to
In terms of education, Mr. its students including Infobase, ProQuest,
in Atlanta and the the Museum of African Diaspora in San
Francisco. In 2011, Freelon was appointed to the National Lobron received his undergraduate and JSTOR (the latest addition). All three
Commission of Fine Arts by President Barack Obama. degree for History with a minor in Latin platforms allows students to explore
American Studies at Temple University. information beyond the classroom
Mr. Lobron also obtained his Masters in and have access to richer sources that
Education at Temple as well as a Masters will assist in the research process.
in Bilingual and Bicultural Studies
Furthermore, these are highly
Degree at LaSalle University. Four years valuable databases utilized by college
ago, Mr. Lobron received his Library students around the world and
and Information Science Degree at country. Mr. Lobron implores students
Drexel University, which gave him the to visit the library for assistance in
opportunity to be Central’s librarian. navigating the three databases as well
Herman Rush, B.B.A. (187th Class)
Around six years ago, Mr. Lobron as to obtain the login information.
Herman Rush is the former Chairman and CEO of Cocawas offered a scholarship given to public
In addition to the research
Cola Telecommunications, Inc. and has spent over 30
school teachers who wanted to be school resources Barnwell Library provides,
years in the entertainment industry. In 1980, Rush became
librarians. Unfortunately, halfway through students also value the library due to its
the President of Columbia Pictures Television Group–
the program, the Commonwealth of highly frequented printer. When asked
now Sony Pictures–where he supervised the production
Pennsylvania cut the budget for public about the matter, Mr. Lobron said, “Our
of shows including; “Ripley’s Believe It Or Not” and
school libraries. The stars aligned for Mr. printer gets a lot of use even though we
“Designing Women”. Rush is currently creating original
Lobron as Central’s former librarian, use Google Classroom and Turnitin as
content on television, internet platforms, and related media.
Ms. Burton, was retiring around the platforms for preventing so much paper
same time he received his degree. being wasted.” On the average day, roughly
Since then, Mr. Lobron has been 1,500 sheets of paper are used, with the
the caretaker of Central’s beloved library. printer constantly needing to be refilled.
When asked if he misses his teaching days, Thus, Mr. Lobron stated, “My goal is for
Lobron commented, “Well a lot of people Central to be paperless within five years!”
don’t realize that a big part of being a
All in all, Mr. Lobron most
librarian is instruction,” discussing how, emphasizes the value in having an
as a librarian, he has the responsibility of environment such as the Barnwell
Albert Fishlow, Ph.D. (199th Class)
exposing students to the resources Central Library, which is always available to
After receiving his B.A. from the University of Pennsylvania has to offer. Mr. Lobron holds informational students. “We have just a quiet place. We
and his Ph.D. from Harvard University, Fishlow was a Professor sessions on the academic resources Central work really hard to keep it clean keep it
Emeritus at the University of California and Columbia University and the internet have to offer for all years organized, and quiet. We offer a quiet
in the fields of economics and International and Public Affairs, of both History and English classes. organized environment where you can
respectively. As Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for InterAccording to Lobron, “If you are study, do homework, access internet or
American Affairs, his work contributed to the economic teaching just using a textbook, it limits a quietly reflect on your life. It’s exciting
development of Brazil and other Latin American countries.
that we can offer this to our students.”
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Art Speaks the Unspoken: Entrepreneur
Ashley Garcia’s Story continued from pg.1
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Marvin L. Corman, M.D., FACS (208th Class)

PC: Ashley Garcia

odds against the common misconception.
Five months ago, Ashley decided
to break out of her bubble and display
her art for all to view. Her goal was to
represent the underrepresented. She
wanted her art to be a haven for women
of color, latinas, amputees, and other
women who are marginalized by society,
stating “I draw girls who are bold, who
have short or dyed hair, who have tattoos,
who are missing a leg or arm because
they are beautiful in their unique ways.
Often we define a beautiful female as
one who is white. I challenge that.”
She started displaying her art
locally, increasing her art presence
at school. Ashley showed her friends
and teachers who encouraged her to
increase viewership on social media
platforms such as Instagram. From
there, her support network grew.
With encouragement, Ashley
wanted to expand on her art career and
decided to research into building an
art studio shed, where she can focus on
creating art. However, she only had half
the funding for her project. With her
busy IB schedule and extracurriculars,
she would not be able to maintain a part
time job. Instead of being discouraged,
Ashley was inspired to look for a new
method to fund her project and decided
to start her very first art business.
With
her
semi-realistic
illustrations, she started selling her
stickers for a dollar at school and was
surprised when she sold out on the first
day. Within the first few days of business,
she sold over a hundred stickers. Her IB
classmates and teachers supported her
work. Teachers hung up her work in
classrooms. Students posted her stickers
on the back of their phones. Eventually,
the security guards supported Ashley and
brought her stickers. In addition, Ashley’s
younger sister was her little helper,
selling Ashley’s stickers at her school.
With increased demand, Ashley
decided to open up a Society6 and Etsy
shop, selling stickers, prints, and accepting

Marvin Corman, receiving his medical degree from the
University of Pennsylvania, is a professor of Surgery at
Stony Brook University in which his text on Colon and
Rectal surgery has been regarded as the “gold standard” in
the field. Dr. Corman has received numerous honors in the
medical field for his advancements and published journals.
Corman has also served as the President of the American
Board of Colon and Rectal Surgery. He continues to teach
and write in the field in which he has had much success.

commissions. Ashley commented, “It’s
extremely difficult to maintain your
personal identity when all your work is
online for the public eye to see. It is hard
to believe that over three hundred people
look at your art everyday. Regardless of
whether the views are ten or a hundred,
they are all significant milestones.”
Towered
high
with
responsibilities on her plate, Ashley
appreciates her strong support system
of family and friends. “Everyone was
doing more than what I could ever
imagine they would.” She even sought
outside help from the interweb. “When
I first started my business five months
ago, I had a difficult time with financial
calculations. The shipping and material
cost had to be accounted for. I sought help
from tutorials and outside assistance.”
Right now, Ashley’s medium
of choice is digital art; however, she
occasionally likes to do traditional
artwork in watercolor, copics, and acrylic
paint. She often gathers ideas for color
pallets and anatomy from fellow artists
on Instagram and Pinterest. Her father
once told her, “a hundred mistakes you
make, a hundred times you erase, and a
hundred times you try again.” Following
her father’s words, Ashley stated, “Art is
all about trial and error. There is always
room for improvement.” Ashley intends
on improve her work, experimenting
with new mediums and subject matters.
Too often, society leans towards
the image of the starved artist. For several
generations, art has been undermined
because of the rise in technology and
industry. Ashley believes, “Because
of societal expectations, people often
believe that in order to be successful,
one has to become a computer science
major, a doctor, or a lawyer. You have
to expand your boundaries rather than
being limited within them. You don’t
have to condone social norms and
what society defines as beautiful or not
beautiful. I never thought that I would
be in business, but it is important to
me to show representative art in the
community.” Ashley plans to continue
building her art business and improving
her art, hopefully speaking to her
intended audience one stroke at a time.

Neal F. Kassell, M.D. (221st Class)

Neal Kassell is Professor Emeritus in the department
of Neurosurgery at the University of Virginia and is
the founder of the Virginia Neurological Institute. He
is one of the pioneers of the High Intensity Focused
Ultrasound that detects numerous diseases which has
made great strides in the medical field. In 2014, Dr. Kassel
was honored, to be named to Vice President Joe Biden’s
“Cancer Moonshot Initiative” after repairing two
brain aneurysms on Biden in 1988. As the Founder
of the Focused Ultrasound Foundation, Dr. Kassel
continues to make a significant impact in the medical
field that could lead to many cures in the future.

David R. Soll, Ph.D. (213th Class)

David R. Soll is a professor of Biology at the University of
Iowa and fellow at the American Academy of Microbiology
and the American Association for the advancement of
Science. Dr. Soll has published over 339 papers concerning
motion of living cells and antibody technology, and he
has received countless awards for his work. In, 1995, Dr.
Soll received a patent for his software, DENDRON, used
to analyze fingerprints. Dr. Soll’s is currently researching
methods of treatment for tumorigenesis in cancer patients.

Marc Brickman (229th Class)

Marc Brickman is a world renowned lighting and production
specialist. As a part of Excitement Technologies Group, Brickman
had spearheaded the shows and tours of idols such as; Michael
Jackson, Pink Floyd, Bruce Springsteen, among numerous
others. He is also responsible for creating the light display for the
opening and closing ceremonies for the Olympics in 1992 and
1998. Brickman, through his work, has been nominated for an
Emmy Award as well as Lighting Designer of the Year in 2004.
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Climate Change’s Most Recent Victims
Yasmine Mezoury (278)
Co-Editor-in-Chief

The media has been
bombarded by sea level projections
for the coming year 2050, the
majority of these reports portraying
the massive metropolitan areas
that could possibly be completely
submerged in only less than half
a century. With the rapid rise
of sea levels, people are finally
beginning to recognize the
oncoming risks of climate change.
The effects of climate change,
however, are still merely projected
as future grievances, deemed
as an issue whose effects are
negligible to our current well-being.
Alternative to common conception,

the looming danger of climate
change is not a distant threat,
but one of immense immediacy.
As of late October, Hawaii’s
East Island disappeared overnight
after the Pacific Hurricane Walaka
struck its shores. Dr. Charles
Fletcher, Professor at the University
of Hawaii, claimed Hurricane
Walaka, a category five hurricane,
should not have been powerful
enough to completely demolish
the island, stating, “Sea level is
rising around the world, these
low sandy islands become more
and more vulnerable as the ocean
rises...If the ocean was rising very
slowly, there’s the potential that
these islands could adapt, but
rapid sea level rise, as is happening

due to global warming, puts
these islands out of equilibrium.”
East Island, though uninhabited
by humans, was a crucial element
in the lives of many endangered
species of the Hawaiian Pacific,
supporting the lives of the
Hawaiian monk seal, the Hawaiian
green sea turtle, and the albatross.
Almost eleven acres of land were
completely wiped out, endangering
these
species
even
more.
Charles Littnan of the Hawaiian
Monk Seal Research Program
reported that 96 percent of the
world’s Hawaiian green sea turtle
population nested on this island.
Furthermore, many Hawaiian
monk
seals,
an
extremely
endangered species, visit East Island

as a resting place to give birth. With
only 1,400 monk seals remaining
on Earth, the disappearance of
this island can potentially have a
catastrophic effect on the species.
Ultimately, it is important to bear
in mind the current damages of
climate change. Though climate
change is only presented as a distant
problem for humanity, never forget
that humanity’s ignorance and
disregard to the problem of climate
change feeds into the ongoing
destruction of countless species.
This is not a prospective issue nor
is it an issue of tomorrow. It is an
issue of today and the livelihood of
the species affected by Hurricane
Walaka is a clear indication of that.

Making the Transition: Freshmen Settle into Central
Two and a half months
ago, Central’s 281st class began
their journey through Central.
The class of over 600 freshman
began to roam the halls. For many
new students, the workload was
more than expected, and just
navigating the crowded hallways
was a challenge. As 281 student
Lily Radon put it, “it’s a rough
start.” The adjustment is something
every new student must undertake.
While every freshman has to
adjust, the process is quite different
for each student. Due to the fact
that Central attracts students from
all over the city, each student has
had different past experiences.
Some students come from larger
schools and are used to the
crowded hallways and long walks
from class to class. Other students,
however, were not prepared for the
sea of students. As students come
from all over the city, their daily

commute can range from fifteen
minutes to over two hours. These
create unique sets of challenges
and advantages for every student.
Many students enjoy the
size of the school and the numerous
opportunities to meet new people.

As 281 student Jakai Newman
explained, “you have to adapt to a
big school with many kids.” The size
of Central serves as a challenging
factor
for
many
students.
Central is well known as one of the
most academically rigorous schools

PC: Miller Gentry-Sharp

Miller Gentry-Sharp (281)
Staff Writer

Manny Hoffman and Jermaine Potente (281) studying in the cafeteria

Emma Costick of class 281 felt that
“it’s kind of like I’ve always been
here.” Manny Hoffman of class 281
took a liking to the size of the school,
“I like that there’s a lot of people.”
Alternatively, other students felt
that entering such a large school
presented more of a challenge.

in the city of Philadelphia, offering
SAT prep, IB classes, AP classes,
and much more. However, with
these benefits come the expectation
of heightened responsibility and
work ethic from students. Most
students are coming from schools
with a less challenging curriculum.

As Radon stated, “Basically, it’s a
lot more work.” Despite the large
influx of homework, students are
already seeing the advantages
of being at Central. As one
student described, “it’s a lot of
work but it pays off in the end.”
Starting at Central High School
requires a lot of transitioning for
every student. From the large
building to the influx of students
to the higher academic standards,
Central presents many new
challenges for incoming freshman.
Central also offers numerous
support systems for students, such
as the new open advisory, which
gives students almost an hour to
complete homework or meet with
teachers for help in a specific class.
Central’s countless clubs also give
opportunities to meet students
with similar interests, which
makes the social transition easier.
These support systems help new
students overcome the transition
and take advantage of all of the
opportunities Central has to offer.

‘Sans Forgetica’: Will You Remember?
Jessica Lvov (279)
Science Editor

“Typical fonts are very familiar
so we glance over them and
no memory trace is created,”
says
Janneke
Blijlevens,
a
founding
member
of
Melbourne’s RMIT University
Behavioural
Business
Lab.
Scientists have thus developed
a font designed to help students
remember what they read. The
ironic name of ‘San Foretica’
utilizes the desirable difficulty
principle. “An obstruction is
added to the learning process in
order to promote deeper cognitive
processing which results in
better memory retention,” said
Jo Peryman, chair of the lab.
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The font itself, slanted eight
degrees and consisting primarily
of fragments of letters, appears
to be unfinished, and may be
difficult to read at first. However,
its characteristic of the font is
what allows you to remember. As
you read, your mind is forced to
slow down in order to understand
the characters, while your brain
fills in the missing pieces of
each letter to absorb the text.
The typical way of studying, that
is glancing over the textbook or
one’s notes, is a highly passive
form of learning, and an automatic

psychological process. We do not
think about what we are doing or
reading, thus, it is unsurprising
when a study conducted at
Princeton University
revealed
that when 28 college students read
information, only after 15 minutes,
the students remembered 73
percent of text in Arial font, and 87
percent in Comic Sans or Bodoni
Fonts. The researchers expended
their studies to a local high
school, after which they concluded
“behavioral interventions can be
an important element in school
reform.” Using Sans Forgetica

transforms studying from an
automatic process to a controlled
one, in which one is consciously
aware of performing the task.
However, it is recommended that
the font be used sparingly, such as
to highlight important information,
because if the brain grows
accustomed to Sans Forgetica, it will
propose the same effects as reading
Times New Roman or Arial Fonts.
Sans Forgetica is now available
as an extension for Chrome and
can be easily downloaded free
of charge at an RMIT website.
As the field of science expands,
more and more of our everyday
lives are influenced by it. New
knowledge is now being applied to
learning to aid students worldwide
in their success, revolutionizing
the way we study, think, and excel.
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Tennis Team Celebrates T
h eir Fifth Consecutive Public and District 12 Championship
Helen Li (278)
Chau Nguyen (278)
Staff Writers

PC: Tennis Team

High five for a spectacular Tennis Season

PC: Tennis Team

has grown and made new friends.
Minh faced a lot of pressure as
second varsity single and that
translated into her being anxious
during games. Her confidence
improved after she realized all the
hard work she put in the season.
The team was encouraging,
comforting her even when she lost.
Minh states that she looks
up to Maddie Mast (278), the
captain and first varsity single. They
would play double matches and
Maddie would give her friendly
advice on ways to play better. The
starters’ bonds created a family. One
specific moment that Annie recalls
exemplifies this: “Waiting inside
Lincoln’s swimming pool to keep
warm, and just talked about literally
anything even though there was a
very important district title match
coming up in 20 minutes.” Central’s
tennis team is the best because of
their dedication and coach Graham’s
continuous encouragement. They
truly believed that they would win,
and they proved themselves right.
Huge shout outs to both
senior Co-Captains, Maddie Mast
and Samantha Tom (278), for
not only driving the team toward
success, but also breaking records:
Maddie Mast became the first to
set the break for all time wins of
70 throughout her high school
tennis career and Samantha Tom
set the doubles record with 56
wins. Maddie humbly remarks
“I’m so proud of the way our team
stepped up and filled the shoes of
last year’s team, and I know the
team will do the same next year.”

Maddie Mast & Samantha Tom
Girls Varsity Soccer Strikes Again
continued from page 1

impressive that we were able to win
districts with such a young team.”
A new chemistry had to arise.
Through the victories and failures
along with the long hours every day
spent practicing, a strong bond was
created. Krysta (278) believes that
the chemistry both on and off the
field this year was key to the team’s
success, saying with confidence
that “We all put in a lot of work
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and commitment for ourselves and
each other. We had to figure out a
new dynamic, but in the end we
were really able to come together
to play our hearts out and win.”
Taylor Viz (278), another captain
who has been playing varsity soccer
for four years, agrees with that
sentiment: “I believe that teamwork
was the deciding factor that made
us win. We worked together really
well, communicated well, had good

Helen Li (278) recounts her
experience on the team:

I had the honor of being a part of
the Girls’ Varsity tennis team since
freshman year. Although I took a
break from the team junior year
and had doubts about returning
this year, I have no regrets at all
about coming back to the team
and being with my supportive
teammates and Coach Graham.
Seeing all my team members
practice countless hours through
the week until the sun went down,
I knew the level of commitment and
hard work did not fade while I was
out. This motivated me to play to
the best of my abilities by running
for those alley shots, anticipating
a volley, and even lobbing my
opponents to rack up points for
matches. My wonderful experience
with the Girls’ Tennis team would

not have been the same without
all my teammates and our coach.
My team has always been through
there for me, from being behind the
gates cheering me on to Samantha’s
encouraging words, saying “you got
this, shake it off Helen”, or even the
countless times Annie has held my
racket for me. Without both the
coach and my teammates’, especially
our Co-Captains Samantha Tom
and Maddie Mast, encouragement
in welcoming me back to the team
this year, I would have regretted
not being a part of the team.
I have no doubt that, with the
dedication and support of the team
and Coach Graham, the CHS Girls’
Varsity Tennis Team will continue
its success in the years to come.
Thank you again for all the members
who have made this experience a
memorable one. This is truly why
Central High School is the best!

PC: Tennis Team

The Tennis team continues
to stay strong and carry on Central
tradition of winning against
rivalry teams, Masterman and
O’Hara. Central’s Tennis team
won another Public and District
12 Championship, making this
the fifth straight year of holding
championship titles. It takes a
special team to complete a feat
such as setting a new record for
both double A and triple A in the
league. Their commitment and
ambition is nothing to scoff at.
There are many factors that go
into making a championship
material team. One is practice
everyday and putting in hard
work. Coach Graham has worked
day-in and day-out with the girls,
giving them the best advice and
tactics to defeat their opponents,
“aim at their feet, always, always,
always.” he would say. There are
some things that a coach leaves
to the members of the team and
that would be team chemistry.
Annie Yang (278), a starter
who encourages team spirit, stated,
“The team is special because we are
a family. It’s something more than
just friends and teammates. I feel
like I’ve known them for my entire
life.” When they played Tennis it
wasn’t just for themselves, it was for
their families and their school pride.
A freshmen, Minh Nguyen
(281), described how it felt like
to be on the team. As a first year
she was somewhat uncomfortable
in the beginning of the season,
but throughout the season she

Championship Smiles: Annie Yang (278) & Helen Li(278)

passes, and I believe that some
teams just don’t have that. I play
for myself and my team. I love to
make everyone else happy. I feel as
though I have a special connection
with the team; they’re like my
second family. We’re so close.
Winning as a team made my year. It
felt surreal. I couldn’t believe it was
happening, but I knew we could
do it.” Taylor recently recovered
from a knee injury, which forced

her to miss a majority of her junior
season. She says, “It was hard work
coming back: over six months of
long physical therapy and exercises
but I came back strong. It was
good for me, but it was hard in
the beginning.” Being able to play
again and support the team was a
dream come true for her. This has
set the tone for the underclassmen
to become better players and
gain confidence on the field.
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A Very Merry Preview of
Central’s A Christmas Carol

An Overview of the Fall Sports Season
Esther Besson (279)
Staff Writer

Christine Tran (278)
Staff Writer

PC: Soccer Team

PC: Nancy Zhu

As the fall season comes to a close and preparations for the winter season
begin, here is everything that has happened this past athletic season:

Are you ready for the Chirstmas Carol?

The team has a record of 16-2-1 through their overall season. They won
the Public League Championships for their 3rd straight year and the
team won the District 12 championships for the 2nd time in three years.
They lost their State Playoffs and will continue their postseason.
The Varsity Boys’ Soccer Team has a record of 7 - 3 in the regular
season. They made to the Semifinals before losing the game against and
ending their postseason run.
The Golf Team had a record of 8 - 4 in the regular season and had
qualified for Public League Championships and District Championships
but ultimately lost. The team is full of 280 and 281 students and will be a
stable, strong team through the years, according to Coach Snyder.
The Varsity Cross Country Teams had a tumultuous season but
managed to finish strong. The Boys’ Team finished 3rd and the Girls’
Team finished 2nd in the Public League Championships. As they
moved to the District 12 Championships, they set another good
performance as the Girls’ Team sent 3 runners and the Boys’ Team sent
1 runner to the State Meet.
The Varsity Football Team has a record of 2 - 9 in their overall
season. As they made it to playoffs, they have won two games so far and
are headed to championships.

PC: Volleyball TEam

An ace for the Girls’ Volleyball Team

The Varsity Girls’ Volleyball Team started their season as
defending Public League Champions and ended with a record
of 12 - 1 in the regular season. The team proceeded to win the
4A Championships but ultimately lost in the Public League
Championships against Palumbo. Coach Leong credits the
leadership of 278 members Miranda Debeary, Zionna Green,
Jada Spady, and Diana Tatska as a prominent factor into the
team’s journey through the season.
The Varsity Field Hockey Team ended with a record of 7 3 in the regular season. They were second in the Conference
and made it to the Semifinals before losing to Franklin Towne,
ending their postseason run.
The Girls’ Tennis Team finished their overall season with a
record of 20 - 2 and a record of 10-0 in the Public League. They
won the Public League Championships against Masterman
and proceeded to win the District 12 Championships against
Cardinal O’Hara. For 5 consecutive years, the team has won both
the Public League and District 12 Championships, a move that is
unprecedented in the league and district.
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students auditioning and playing
various roles each year, the stage
transforming into different worlds,
and the orchestra enhancing the
mood, the play creates a unique
environment and atmosphere that
is incomparable to anything else.
Stage Crew Captain, Helena Grace
(278), who has participated in stage
crew for three years now, stated,
“I’m really excited to see how
our audience reacts to what we’re
putting on stage for A Christmas
Carol this year. It’s got a new feel
and a lot of new ideas designwise!” The multiple stage sets–
which include smoke machines
and
beautiful
lighting–and
diversity of the cast automatically
draw the audience in and provide a
visually stunning show. Experience
Scrooge’s story come to life and let
the ghosts of the past, present, and
future visit you when you come
watch Central’s greatly anticipated
performance of A Christmas Carol.

PC: Nancy Zhu

It’s that time of year
again! The month of scary Jack
O’Lanterns has come to an end
and the Christmas spirit has
begun. With daylight saving time
comes the fast-approaching winter
season which is accompanied by
people preparing for the holidays –
especially Central students. Central
is already working diligently on
setting up their annual production
of Charles Dickens’ A Christmas
Carol. While students may have
already read the novel or watched
the Disney movie, the play that
Central hosts is truly a unique
experience and show. Having
previously watched it myself, the
amount of work, effort, and talent
that was put into the show was
outstanding. It is definitely an
opportunity that cannot be missed.
Why continue the tradition
of A Christmas Carol year after
year? Central only continues to
improve and top their previous
production every time. With new

Varsity Girls’ Soccer

A work in progress: Actors and Set Design
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